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Abstract: The use of renewable energy sources (RES) to meet electrical energy demand is gaining traction as a solution to this issue 

of electrical energy shortages. The use of renewable energy sources in electricity generation systems is done in a variety of ways, 

including in microgrid systems. Microgrid systems have numerous advantages for both the user and the utility power provider. This 

study assesses diverse technological advancements in the field of microgrid systems and includes a case study on the development of a 

microgrid system using grid tie inverters (GTI). GTI can be used to integrate a microgrid system, with power being transferred from 

GTI to the grid when GTI has surplus energy and the grid supplying power to GTI when GTI has a power shortage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Wind solar hybrid companies use a variety of alternative energy sources, such as solar and wind power, to generate 

electricity. Photovoltaic cells and vertical axis wind turbine generator are used to generate electricity in this setup. 

To comprehend the operation of a solar radiation hybrid power system, we must first comprehend the operation of a solar 

panel system and a wind energy system. A rooftop solar systems are systems that harnesses sun energy to generate 

electricity using photovoltaic power. The graphic depicts a block schematic of a solar radiation hybrid power system with 

solar panels and a wind generator for generating electricity. 

 
Figure 1 Hybrid Energy System 

Wind energy is another clean energy source that may be used to generate electricity through the use of windfarms and 

generators. 

A wind turbine is a fan with two or three blade that revolve in response to wind, and the pivot point must always be 

oriented with the direction of flow. A steering system is an elevated machine element that is used to efficiently convert 

from one gadget to another through conventional technology. Wind turbines come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but 

the most common are horizontal and rotational symmetry windmills. 

Solar power systems are made up of three main components: solar panels, photovoltaic power modules, and power 

storage battery. The excess electricity (DC power) produced by solar panels can indeed be stored in the battery, used to 

provide Capacitor banks, and then used to feed AC loads using a converter. Renewable radiation is only accessible across 

the day, however offshore wind is constantly available of the day, depending on the season. 

Because wind and sun energy complemented one another and, the system can generate energy virtually all year round. 

Wind aero generator and tower, solar photovoltaic panel, battery, connections, voltage regulator, and inverter are the 

critical elements of the Winds Sunshine Hybrid Energy system. The Wind-Solar Hybrid System creates energy that may 

be used to recharge the battery and run AC appliances via a converter. The windy aero-generator is mounted on a tower 

that is at least 18 meters above ground level. The aviation provides greater power and for its height, which allows it to 

catch the wind at a quicker pace. 
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 II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

(Roy et al., 2021) [1] The modeling and management of a reduced, single digit voltage control (VSI) for a grid-tied PV-

based middle section are the focus of this work. A elevated isolation boosted dual quarter dc-dc proposed converter 

communicates with the PV panel and provides a dc-link voltage during the first phase. A solitary VSI circuit makes up on 

the second generation. It has been constructed a nationwide average modeling for a 1-U VSI with a low-pass LCL filter 

architecture.  

(Jayakumar et al., 2021) [2] The study provides a thorough examination of the SVM for NPC-MLI. To begin, this study 

examines the current state of the art for two-level SVM and expands it to three-level (3L) SVM. The effectiveness of the 

3L SVM is also compared to that of other MCPWM approaches. The different substrate MLI SVM algorithms are then 

discussed in the context of installation, DC-link capacitor balance, and CMV reduction. The scope of the MLI SVM 

review has also been expanded to include open-end wrapping Converter and multi stage MLIs. The paper's conclusion 

explored emerging trends and research directions in MLI SVM methods and technologies.  

(Kumar et al., 2021) [3] This study offers an alternative measurement technique that has been designed for manufactures 

and testing institutions all around the world and may be widely accepted due to its benefits such as low initial investment, 

applicability, correctness, and speed. A three-phase 60 kW grid tie photovoltaic Solar converter with input DC MPPT 

voltage of 850 V was used to evaluate the proposed alternative approach for the thermal strength reduction test. The 

experimental results demonstrated that the fluctuations in input Voltage source, output AC voltage, frequencies, apparent 

power, and amperage aberrations stay unchanged during in the electricity strength reduction operation. The changes in 

output Alternative current and input DC current followed a similar pattern, peaking at 66 kW active energy capacity 

during in the maximal uninterruptible power implementation period and then dropping to 43 kW until the converter 

collapsed.  

(G. Inverter & Truong, 2021) [4] It is shown how to regulate a hybrid wind energy grid-tie inverters using an Adaptive 

Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) to minimize the power fluctuations and improve the power. A 

Consisting of existing and potential and Observe (P&O) technique is provided to harvest the most provided by the Pv 

system by tracking the Maximum Power Point (MPP). Under various operating situations such as fluctuating irradiance 

and relatively brief faults in the electricity network, period numerical simulations of the examined system are conducted 

in MATLAB/SIMULINK. Based on the simulation findings, it can be concluded that the suggested P&O algorithm and 

the constructed ANFIS controller outperform the typical PI controller and enhance electrical characteristics under harsh 

operating environment.  

(Q. Liu et al., 2019) [5] The strategies for implementing modern or wattage inverters in distributed generation are 

discussed in this study. The varied control structures are classed as single-, integrated combination, and quintuple by 

reference to a power converter with LCL output filter. Then, in the energy, electrically isolated, and autonomously 

control signals of the energy inverters, the capabilities that are required or suggested are defined, and their application in 

multiple control architectures is described. Six control methods are finally built and empirically evaluated on a solitary, 

energy converter circuit to confirm the study and better demonstrate the virtues and constraints among the most effective 

alternatives.  

(Bs & Setiabudy, 2013) [6] Many countries are developing microgrids because they offer numerous benefits, including 

improved electricity production and environmental friendliness. Technology production, substation structure, charge 

controller, control mechanisms, and security devices are all areas of substation innovation. This article examines 

significant technological advancements in the field of micro grids and includes a specific example on the establishment 

of a microgrid employing grid tie inverters (GTI). GTI can be used to construct a microclimate network, with electricity 

being transferred from GTI to the grid when GTI has additional electricity and the grid sending energy to GTI when GTI 

has a power problem. 

 

III. GRID TIE INVERTER (GTI)  

 
An piece of technology that transforms direct current (DC) voltage to alternating current (AC) voltage and may run 

concurrently with the power system is known as a transmission line or grid tie inverter (GTI). Photovoltaic systems or 

power storage devices are commonly used to generate DC voltage. GTIs allow photovoltaic systems to be connected to 

the grid. The power conditioning circuits in a GTI work in a similar way to those in a traditional stand-alone DC-AC 

SMPS. Their control algorithms and safety features are the most significant distinctions. A GTI converts a variable 

uncontrolled voltages from such a rooftop solar array to AC that is synced only with distribution system. When the grid 

goes down, it should instantly stop sending energy to the power lines. A GTI can power your home and potentially feed 

extra electricity back into the grid to help you save money on your electricity costs. GTIs circuits typically contain one to 

three phases, dependent on power and incoming voltage levels. The fundamentals of functioning of a 3 grid tie converter 

are illustrated in the schematics picture below. Reduced input (such as 12V) in grounding circuits can benefit from this 

layout. 

The boost converter, which consists of inductor L1, MOSFET Q1, diode D1, and capacitor C2, raises the voltage source 

first. According to the National Electric Code®, if a PV array is rated for greater than 50V, one of the input electric 

power buses must be grounded. The NEC®, on the other hand, provides for several exclusions, which we will describe 

further below. Although either of two buses can theoretically be attached to the earth, it is generally the negatives one. 
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It's necessary to keep in mind that in distribution networks, if the DC input has a conductivity passage to grounding, the 

output AC conductor should be insulated from the DC. 

 
Figure 2 Grid Tie Inverter (GTI) 

A full bridging isolation conversion is shown in the diagram above. Q2-Q5, T1, D2-D5, L2, and C3 make up this group. 

This could also be a quarter or a downstream conversion at rated power under 1000 watt (for more details see a review of 

SMPS types). At the DC-DC portion, some production especially employ a low-frequency (LF) transformer instead of an 

increased one is in the output terminal. In this process, the input is transformed to 60 Hz AC, and then an LF transformers 

alters the amplitude to the appropriate level while also providing isolation. Although the apparatus with an LF 

transformers is heavier and larger, it does not inject a Frequency components into the demand. Here's a little-known fact: 

Matrix converter inverters are allowed by UL 1741, and they are excluded from of the hydrophobic voltage tolerance test 

here between outputs and inputs. As a result, the separating stage might be skipped. It's worth noting that in quasi 

configurations, the filaments from the PV array can't be linked to earth. 

The Q6-Q9 IGBTs function as semiconductor switches that operate in PWM mode. When the switches are turned off, 

this structure contains generally pro swinging diodes and provide an alternative channel for the current. These diodes can 

be built inside IGBTs or added outside. A positive, negative, or zero voltage can be delivered accross inductor L3 by 

activating perception layer in the H-bridge. To produce a changes are taking place, the outputs LC filter removes 

ultrasonic overtones. 

Any grid-tied power supply must synchronise with both the utilities in terms of consistency, timing, and magnitude, as 

well as feed a sinusoidal waveform full load current. The GTI will be overburdened if the output waveform (Vout) is 

greater than that of the municipal voltage. If the value is lower, the GTI may sink rather than windows device. The 

connection should enable only a little value of electricity to flow into and out of your applications and back into in the 

mainline. A typical GTE is intended to serve as a flow regulated source, rather than a voltage source, because the grid 

acts as nothing more than a starting point with a very small amplitude. Between GTE and the mains, there seems to be 

usually a supplementary connection inductor (Lgrid) that functions as a shim to "absorb" the increased AC voltage. The 

current harmonics caused by the PWM are also reduced. Lgrid has the disadvantage of adding extra poles to the 

controlled system, which could contribute to equipment failure. 

In photovoltaic collectors, a GTI must additionally comply with the following requirements set forth by the photovoltaics 

in order to increase system performance. Solar panels generate varying amounts of power at different locations along 

theirvolt-ampere (V-I) curve. The maximum power point is the point on the V-I curve when output power is at its highest 

(MPP). The Photovoltaic cells must be operated near its MPP, which is ensured by the solar inverter. MPP tracker, a 

specific control circuitry in the first contributes to the formation, accomplishes this (MPPT). Pro government security is 

another requirement of a GTI. The automated switching must SW immediately remove the output values from either the 

line if the mains fails or if the battery voltage or periodicity exceeds permissible limits. UL 1741 specifies the clearance 

time, which is dependent on the main power circumstances. In the worst-case scenario, GTI should stop exporting 

electricity back to the grid in fewer than 100 milliseconds if utility voltage falls below 0.5 of normal or frequencies 

detracts by +0.5 or -0.7 Hz from the regulated value. Pro government can be achieved using algorithms that detect AC 

testing on the system or output fault currents, for instance. 

 

IV. REACTIVE POWER INJECTION 

In general, there are four main methods for introducing reactive power, which include: 

1. static shunt capacitors - Active electricity production is measured in KiloWatts (kW) or Mega Watts (MW) (MW). 

This electricity should come from an electric generation station. All of the electrical poles system's configurations are 

made to suit this essential criterion. Although reactive power is always present in an alternating electricity system. Kilo 

VAR or Mega VAR are the units of measurement for voltage regulation. 

The load impedance connected to the network is primarily responsible for the demand for voltage regulation. 

Electrostatic circuitry of electrical machines, power systems, distribution and transmission networks capacitance, 
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inducement furnace, florescent lighting, and other inductive loads are examples. If this power factor is not correctly 

adjusted, the ratio of actual power required by the load to the overall power of the system, i.e. the vector summation of 

real and reactive, decreases significantly. This value is also called as the power generation component, and a lower value 

implies that the network power component is weak.. The ampere load of the production, distribution network, converters, 

alternators, and other specialized equipment attached to the system increases high for necessary power factor if the 

overall power factors is low. As a result, reactive power adjustment is critical. A resistive load is typically used to 

accomplish this. 

We know that active power is expressed = vIcosθ 

Where cos denotes the network power factor. As a result, for the same active power P, if this power factor has a lower 

valve, the measured current (I) increases. 

The Ohmic loss of the increases significantly as the voltage of something like the network increases. Dielectric 

breakdown loss refers to the loss of produced electricity generation lead to improper heat produced in the device. For 

handling greater amperage weight, the bridge of something like the program's conduction elements may have to be 

increased, which is not cost-effective from a business standpoint. Another significant issue is the program's poor voltage 

management, which is mostly caused by lagging power factor. 

2. static series capacitors - A shunt capacitor draws a very constant amount of following present, which itself is 

overlapped here on grid voltage, reducing the load's highest oxidation and therefore improving the overall power factor. 

From the other hand, parallel capacitor really had no command over current that flows. The current flowing always 

travels through the series capacitor bank since they are interconnected in parallel with the armature. Actually, the film 

franchise capacitor's resonant frequency cancels out the line's characteristic impedance, lowering the line's efficacious 

characteristic impedance. 

As a result, the program's voltage level is strengthened. A parallel charge controller, on the other hand, has a big 

disadvantage. The charge from across capacitors can be elevated up to 15 times its power rating under a fault state. As a 

result, series capacitors require complex and elaborate protection. As a result, by use of inductors and capacitors is 

limited to extra-high voltage systems. 

3. Synchronous compensators - A synchronized compensation is a combination of electrical that runs without a load 

condition and can absorb or provide reactive power tied to the value of stimulation. The power factor is not zero since the 

inefficiencies are significant in comparison with stationary capacitors. When utilized in conjunction with a bridge 

rectifier, the compensation can operate overexcited during periods of high demand and under excited during periods of 

low demand. 

 
Figure 3 Synchronous Condenser 

The ability to operate in a variety of load circumstances is a significant benefit. Although such deployments are 

expensive, they are justifiable in particular situations, like as at the having received busbar of a lengthy strong midfield 

where distribution at voltage levels just under unity is not acceptable. Because it is a starts to turn, the extra power can be 

used to boost the electrical program's momentum and ride out intermittent perturbations like voltage instability. 

4. STATCOMs and static VAR compensators - A static VAR compensation is a simultaneous conjunction of regulated 

reactors with permanent shunt capacitance, as indicated in the diagram below. The reactor is controlled by the SVC's 
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thyristor switching mechanism. The voltages from across inductor, and hence the current will flow through all of it, is 

controlled by the thyristor's crank angle. The inductor's responsive power demand can be regulated in this fashion. 

 
Figure 4 Static VAR Compensator 

The SVC may regulate switching frequency in a continuously variable manner across an infinite range with no time 

delay. It enhances the system's power factor and stability. The static VAR converter has no revolving parts and is used to 

compensate for making high and thought it would be helpful a lengthy transmission system. 

A STATIC synchronous compensator (STATCOM) is a fast-acting device that regulates voltage profile of 

interconnection to an electricity network by delivering or absorbed amount of reactive power. It belongs to the FACTS 

(Flexible AC Transmission System) device category. VSCs with semi-conductor valves in a customizable multi-level 

arrangement underpin the innovation. 

The reproductive processes present production spectrum is asymmetrical (during normal disrupted network conditions); 

nevertheless, quasi designs can be achieved by combining manually or variable resistor operated shunt components with 

organization determines systems to address the majority of common applications. The STATCOM design and quick 

response make the technology ideal for preserving voltage during network faults (since STATCOMs may provide fast 

leakage current injections restricted to the rated current), hence improving short-term voltage stability. STATCOMs can 

also provide reactive power compensation, active and reactive management, reduced power oscillations dampening 

(typically via reactive power modulation), active harmonics filtration, and other functions. Improvements in power 

systems and flickering reduction Electricity generation distribution, administration, energy networks of large 

manufacturing sites, welding equipment, elevated railway systems, as well as other blower motors are all examples of 

situations where voltage regulation and voltage stability are critical. 

Multi-level VSCs depending on IGBTs, phase converters, and a step-up transformers are common STATCOM 

configurations. It is grid-connected through a shunt. A regulated internal reference voltage is used to produce or absorb 

amount of reactive power. Most STATCOMs on the market today are GFCs, which require a network reference signal to 

function (with a defined level of grid strength). With comparison to the electricity supply system demand, the signal 

generator is altered in its responsiveness. In general, STATCOMs operate as AC current regulated devices, albeit the 

output current is controlled by regulating the STATCOM internal voltage (behind the phase reactor) in magnitude, whilst 

the angles with regard to the electricity supply system demand is near to 90 degrees. Capacitor banks electricity is given 

to the grid if the STATCOM voltage amplitude is greater than the voltage profile magnitude. 

 
Figure 5 STATCOM 
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If current passes from the system to the STATCOM in the opposite direction, subthreshold leakage connection is 

supplied. The quantity of reactive current is limited by the IGBTs' maximum operating temperature and is determined by 

the transformers fault current characteristic impedance and voltage differential. When the voltage profile is within 

defined limitations, both voltages magnitude are identical, and no power factor is exchanged with both the grids, the 

network is said to be in normal conditions. If the grid voltage exceeds a certain threshold, STATCOM control lower the 

value of the STATCOM voltage waveform, causing the STATCOM to operate as an inductor component and collect 

responsive energy from the utility. The amplitude of the modulated signal will be enhanced when the grid voltage 

exceeds the threshold value, causing the STATCOM to operate as a capacitance component and provide amount of 

reactive power to the grid. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

A microgrid system is a type of alternative electricity network that can be used to meet future energy demands. The 

microgrid system is made up of numerous different power sources, some of which are renewable. Because the microgrid 

system is self-contained, it necessitates a sophisticated control system to ensure proper operation. The GTI inverter can 

be used to implement a microgrid. GTI-enabled microgrids can transfer power to and from the grid. Once GTI has 

surplus power, it can transmit it to the grid, and when GTI has a power shortage, the grid can deliver it to GTI. 
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